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a b s t r a c t

Virgin MgO single crystals were implanted with 70 keV C/N/O ions at room temperature to a dose of
2 � 1017/cm2. After implantation the samples showed room temperature hysteresis in magnetization
loops. The annealing effects on the magnetic properties and induced defects of these samples were deter-
mined by vibrating sample magnetometer and positron annihilation spectroscopy, respectively. The
experimental results indicate that ferromagnetism can be introduced to MgO single crystals by doping
with C, N or introduction of Mg related vacancy defects. However, the Mg vacancies coexistence with
C or N ions in the C-/N-implanted samples may play a negative role in magnetic performance in these
MgO samples. The rapid increase of magnetic moment in O-implanted sample is attributed to the forma-
tion of new type of vacancy defects.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) have attracted con-
siderable attention because of their potential use in spintronic de-
vices [1]. Although the origin of magnetism has not been
established clearly, transition-metal (TM) doping proved to be a
feasible method to obtain room temperature ferromagnetism
(RTFM) in doped semiconductors [2–5]. In recent years, RTFM
has also been found in series of non-TM doped metallic oxides such
as C-doped ZnO, N-doped MgO, and pure MgO films [6–8]. How-
ever, the observed ferromagnetism is always rather weak and
many controversial results also have been reported [9–12]. For
example, Araujo et al. observed that ferromagnetism in MgO films
was mediated by cation vacancies [8]. However, a recent report on
MgO nanosheets attributed low-temperature ferromagnetism to
unpaired electrons trapped at oxygen vacancies [12].

Ion implantation as an effective way of doping has been used to
introduce ferromagnetism into metal oxides [13–15]. However, a
certain amount of defects is also introduced in materials after ion
implantation. These defects will inevitably affect the ferromagnetic
performance of implanted samples. For TM-doped materials, it was
demonstrated that defects induced carrier plays an important role
in mediating the ferromagnetic interactions [16,17]. Defect in-
duced magnetism (DIM) was also used to explain the RTFM in
oxide semiconductors. Therefore, the effect of induced defects on
magnetism should be determined in non-TM implanted samples.
All rights reserved.
Meanwhile, ferromagnetic impurities in raw samples should be
characterized with the best available methods in this research
field, which has been carefully presented in a recent study [18].

In the present work, a detailed study of the magnetic properties
and induced defects of C-/N-/O-implanted MgO single crystals are
reported. After implantation the samples were annealed at temper-
atures from RT to 1200 �C. Before and after each annealing step
magnetic properties and defect depth profiles were determined
by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and positron annihila-
tion spectroscopy, respectively. Ferromagnetic impurities in the
samples were characterized by inductively coupled plasma emis-
sion spectroscopy (ICP-ES). In C-/N-implanted samples, the strong
dependence of magnetic properties on implanted C or N ions in-
stead of on the defects was detected by VSM measurements of an-
nealed samples. The depth profiles of C ions before and after
annealing were measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS). The C or N ions effect on annealing behavior of induced de-
fects was also observed.

2. Experiment details

MgO single crystals (0.5 mm thickness) were purchased from
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai). They were cut into
a size of 6 � 8 mm and then decontaminated in ultrasonic acetone
for 10 min. The ICP-ES analysis showed traces of Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, Cr,
and Ca impurities in raw wafers. From the ICP-ES analyses, the
maximum amount of magnetic impurities in wafers was found to
be less than 10 ppm for any kind of element except of Ca. Ca impu-
rity peak can be seen in XRF measurement and the content given
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by ICP-ES analyses was 1.16 mg/g. Ca impurities are presumably
diamagnetic and do not contribute to the paramagnetic response
[18]. Ion-implantation was performed using a 100 keV Electromag-
netic Isotope Separator at the Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics
(SIAP). C, N, and O-ions at 70 keV were implanted into the polished
surface of different MgO crystals at room temperature to a dose of
2 � 1017/cm2. The implantation layer range by the SRIM simulation
was approximately from 50 nm to 160 nm. XRD measurements
showed considerable broadening of diffraction peak, which indi-
cate that lattice defects are introduced in the implanted layers.
After ion-implantation, samples were isochronally annealed at dif-
ferent temperatures (400, 800 and 1200 �C) for 20 min in air. Be-
fore and after each annealing step room-temperature magnetic
properties were measured using the VSM with an accuracy of
10�7 emu. Plastic tweezers were used during the measurement
to avoid contact with magnetic impurities. The non-implanted
MgO substrates exhibit linear background diamagnetic behavior,
which were subtracted for all the displayed data.
Fig. 1. Magnetization versus magnetic field measured at room temperature for the
as-implanted sample, 400, 800 and 1200 �C annealed samples after different ions
implanted MgO with implantation dose of 2 � 1017 ions cm�2: (a) C-implantation;
(b) N-implantation and (c) O-implantation. Insert in pattern (a) shows apparent
comparison of C-implanted sample annealed at 1200 and 800 �C in low magnetic
field. The same case of N-implanted sample is shown in insert of pattern (b).
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the VSM results of field-dependent magnetization
curves at 300 K. For the as-implanted samples, room-temperature
FM were realized among all samples and well-defined hysteresis
loops also could be observed in enlarged low field region. The sat-
uration magnetization for the O-implanted sample is significantly
weaker than that of C- or N-implanted samples. The comparisons
of as-implanted and annealed M-H curves are shown in the differ-
ent pictures for each sample. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a reduction of
almost 3/4 of the magnetization is observed after the sample an-
nealed at 400 �C. The sample annealed at 800 �C shows a further
reduction of the magnetization. A linear response of M-H curve is
observed in insert, which indicating a paramagnetic behavior. It
is interesting to note that there is a weak increase in the magneti-
zation after the sample annealed at 1200 �C. Well-defined retrieve
of ferromagnetism can be found in the insert. For the N-implanted
sample in Fig. 1(b), the ferromagnetism monotonously decreases
with the increase annealing temperature. The saturation magneti-
zation slightly decreases with the annealing temperature at 400 �C
and then shows a rapid decline at an annealing temperature of
800 �C. Increasing the annealing temperature further to 1200 �C,
as insert shows, the hysteresis disappear and the room-tempera-
ture FM was almost removed. Similar annealing effects were also
obtained for the O-implanted sample annealed at 400 and 800 �C.
Fig. 1(c) shows the magnetization of O-implanted sample gradually
decreases with the annealing temperature up to 400 and 800 �C. It
was also observed in previous report of pure MgO films [19]. Note-
worthy, very different results were obtained when the sample an-
nealed at 1200 �C. A rapid increase of magnetization, exceed the
initial value was observed after this annealing process. The inter-
esting result clearly indicates that the ferromagnetism in O-im-
planted MgO is strongly affected by evolution of induced defects,
which may very different from the case of C- or N-implanted
samples.

The generation and annealing behavior of defects were detected
by positron annihilation spectroscopy, which was proved to be an
effective tool for study of defects in materials [20]. Positrons have a
high affinity to be captured by vacancy defects, which results in a
narrowing of the 511 keV annihilation peak compared to bulk
annihilation. The Doppler broadening of the annihilation peak
was characterized by the line-shape parameters S and W, which
defined as a fraction of counts in the central area and the wing area
of the peak, respectively [21]. Thus, positrons trapped in vacancy
defects will result in an increase in S and a decrease in W. Each de-
fect type exhibits its own specific S and W parameter. Therefore, S
depends linearly on W will observed if only single type of defects
was introduced [22]. Doppler-broadening experiments were car-
ried out using a beam of mono-energetic positrons with energies
changing from 0.5 to 18 keV. Normalized S parameter as a function
of positron implantation energy was used to analyze the defects in
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samples. The results are shown in Fig. 2. Based on VEPFIT analyses,
the plots were divided into three layers. In layer I, positron energy
range of 0.25–2 keV corresponds to annihilation at the surface of
samples, which exhibit high S parameters due to the surface ef-
fects. In layer II, energy range between 2 and 7.5 keV is regarded
as the characteristic of ion-implanted layer. Finally, positrons anni-
hilate mainly in the MgO substrate while the incident energy above
7.5 keV, leading to over-lapping of the plots in layer III. The mean
depth of positron penetration corresponding to the incident energy
is indicated in the top axis. In the virgin MgO, S parameter de-
creases rapidly to the bulk value at E < 3 keV, and the layer II does
not exist in this sample. In the as-implanted samples, the increases
of S parameters in their injection layer clearly show the emergence
of vacancy defects after implantation. However, different annealing
behavior of these defects was observed in the samples. For C-im-
planted sample in Fig. 2(a), 400 �C annealing did not exhibit signif-
icant change of S parameters compared with that of as-implanted
sample. The S parameters in injection layer show apparent increase
with annealing temperature at 800 �C and then decreases to initial
Fig. 2. The S-parameter as a function of positron implantation energy for (a) C-, (b) N-, an
for the samples annealed at 400, 800, and 1200 �C. The mean depth of positron penetratio
data are obtained from the VEPFIT analyses.
value after further annealing at 1200 �C. Fig. 2(b) shows the
annealing results of N-implanted sample. The S parameters rapid
increase after sample annealed at 400 �C and then shows further
increases at an annealing temperature of 800 �C. The similar results
also have been observed in He-implanted MgO and N-implanted
ZnO [23–24]. For the sample annealed at 1200 �C, the S parameters
rapidly decreases below to the as-implanted value. Differently, as
shown in Fig. 2(c), the S parameters monotonously decreases with
the increase annealing temperature are observed in O-implanted
sample. These results indicate that annealing behavior of defects
can be strongly influenced by the presence of impurity ions in
MgO samples.

The evolution of both vacancy size and vacancy density may
cause the change of S-parameters [24]. Thus, in order to check
the change of vacancy type we performed S–W analysis for all
the annealed samples as shown in Fig. 3. The surface points corre-
sponding to positron energy below 2 keV were removed from all
the S–W data. The straight line of S–W data were observed in both
C- and N-implanted samples as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), which
d (c) O-implanted MgO crystals. The curves are shown for the as implanted case and
n corresponding to the incident energy is indicated in the top axis. Lines through the



Fig. 3. The dependence of W and S parameters for (a) C-, (b) N-, and (c) O-
implanted MgO samples and for the samples annealed at selected temperature. The
surface points corresponding to positron energy below 2 keV have been removed.
The lines are drawn to guide the eye.

Fig. 4. SIMS depth profiles of C-implanted MgO and annealed at 1200 �C.
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indicates that only one type of defects exist in these samples after
implantation. For the samples annealed at temperatures from
400 �C to 1200 �C, the S–W plots show nearly linear variation
and overlap the initial data of as-implantation. This means that
the change of S parameters in these samples is mainly caused by
vacancy density changes, but not the vacancy type. Cation vacan-
cies as dominant positron trapping defects generally exist in mate-
rials. Thus, the single type of defects in layer II of these samples is
considered mainly Mg related vacancies. However, as shown in
Fig. 3(c), the only deviation of the linear S–W data was observed
which corresponds to the O-implanted sample annealing at
1200 �C. It is indicates that new type of vacancy defects was
formed in the sample after this annealing stage. This may far from
the situation of C- or N-implantation.

For C-implanted sample, it’s obvious that both defect type and
density have no significant change after annealed at 400 �C. How-
ever, a rapid decrease of magnetization was observed at the stage.
It is revealed that most of the room temperature ferromagnetism
in C-implanted sample is attributed to the presence of C ions in-
stead of to the induced Mg vacancies. The decrease of magnetiza-
tion might interpret as the annealing-induced migration of C ions
in MgO substrate. After processing at high temperatures, vacancies
are more likely to migrate and agglomerate into vacancy clusters,
which may be responsible for the increase in S parameters after
800 �C annealing [24]. Moreover, C impurities release form substi-
tutional site may also cause the increase of S parameters. A further
decrease of magnetization was observed at this stage. S parameters
drop to the value of as-implanted level at 1200 �C annealing. It is
indicates that some vacancies are recovered after this high-tem-
perature annealing but not all of them are removed from the sam-
ple. The corresponding M-H curve shows an interesting retrieve in
magnetization while the magnetization is far from reach the initial
value of as-implantation. On the one hand, this means that the Mg
vacancies in C-implanted sample may play a negative role in mag-
netic performance, which is different from defect-induced RTFM in
pure MgO. It is unwise to superimpose that Mg vacancies induced
ferromagnetism on observed RTFM because the co-presence of C
impurities may involve complex interaction. From a theoretical
point of view, vacancy defects as lattice distortion may promotes
the localization of the doping hole, thus the long range magnetic
coupling between impurities was suppressed [9]. Actually, the
interaction performance between Mg vacancies and C impurities
should variably depend on their relative site in materials. On the
other hand, density variation of Mg vacancies may not be the main
reason for the decrease of magnetization in this sample. Therefore,
the main reason might be due to the carbon impurities. Fig. 4 dis-
plays the depth profiles of C impurities in MgO crystal after as-
implantation and annealing at 1200 �C analyzed by SIMS. Before
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annealing, the injection-induced density peak of C ions is observed
at approximately 100 nm and the distribution layer thickness is
about 90 nm, which in roughly agree with the SRIM simulation.
Annealing-induced diffusion of C impurities was observed since
the injection peak disappeared after 1200 �C annealing, which is
considered as the main cause of the magnetization decrease. It’s
further confirmed that most of the RTFM in this sample should
due to the C impurities. The significant increase of S-parameters
in N-implanted sample after 400 �C annealing is greater than that
of C-implanted sample. The S-parameters even reaches to 1.10
after sample annealed at 800 �C. It seems that some larger trapping
centers appear. However, there is no standard value of S-parameter
for positrons trapping at certain vacancy type. The saturated S-
parameter of certain vacancy type may affected by selected chan-
nel numbers of acquisition module or other measuring factors.
Thus, inconsistent value of S may be given in different reports
[24,25]. Based on the linear variation of S–W plots, we would
rather believe that the relative large S is still due to the increase
of vacancy density. Previous reports based on calculation have
shown that the formation energy of VO in MgO is about 10.6 eV;
the energy cost of removing N atom from cavity is only about
6.2 eV [26]. It means that releasing N from substitution site into
interstitial situation is a thermodynamically favorable process.
On the other hand, substitutional N impurities which near the
vacancies may involve in interaction to form defect complexes,
which can also cause the increase in S-parameters [24]. The nitro-
gen-related vacancy complexes could reduce the ferromagnetic
correlation between localized moments. As the ionic radius of N
(0.013 nm) is much smaller than that of C (0.26 nm (Ref. [15]),
covalent radius of C is 0.077 nm), the N impurities will more easily
to migrate at certain annealing temperature. So a larger change of
S-parameters and a faster decline of RTFM were observed in N-im-
planted sample. After annealing at 1200 �C, most of Mg vacancies
were recovered but no retrieve of ferromagnetism was found. This
might consider as the diffusion of N impurities is more serious than
that of C impurities after annealing. Thus the N-induced magne-
tism no longer can be regained by further annealing at 1200 �C,
although the vacancy complexes density was reduced below to
the initial level of as-implantation. For the O-implantation, there
are no impurity elements introduced in the sample. The close cor-
relation between ferromagnetism and Mg vacancies density was
observed in the annealing process. The magnetism decrease after
annealing at 400 �C and 800 �C is due to recovery-induced decease
of Mg vacancy concentration. After annealing at 1200 �C the sam-
ple shows interesting results that the magnetism rapidly increase
but the S-parameters show a further decline. The S–W plot indi-
cates that a new type of vacancy defects was formed at this stage.
Considering the agglomeration of Mg vacancies, it could be be-
lieved that the agglomeration and recovery of Mg vacancies simul-
taneously occur during the annealing process. In 800 �C annealing
stage, the slight increase of S at positron energy above 5 keV might
give a hint for the agglomeration of Mg vacancies. At the temper-
ature of 1200 �C, some Mg vacancies are merged into larger cavity
formation, which is thought to be Mg divacancies or trivacancies.
However, there’s no direct evidence from our experiments on the
type of new defects. Further confirmation of the defect type could
be implemented by positron lifetime spectra, which is proved to be
an effective tool and only apply to bulk samples. The further de-
crease of S in this stage may duo to the low concentration of
new vacancies. Merger process might be inhibited by the existence
of the C or N impurities in the other two samples. Calculated mag-
netic moment of Mg monovacancy after lattice relaxation is
1.51 lB [27]. Our experimental results are much smaller than this
value. Long range magnetic coupling between moments has been
proved to depend on the density-related distance of VMg–VMg. It
means that not all the Mg vacancies contribute to the observed
RTFM. As the magnetic moments of Mg divacancies (3.24 lB) and
trivacancies (4.70 lB) are much larger than that of Mg vacancies,
it is found that the new type of defects is more conducive to forma-
tion of obvious RTFM in MgO crystals [27]. The sharp increase of
magnetism indicates more Mg vacancies were involved in the
magnetic coupling in this case, although total vacancy concentra-
tion was decreased.
4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have observed room temperature ferromag-
netism in C-, N-, and O-implanted MgO crystals. The annealing
behavior of magnetism and induced defects indicate that most of
the ferromagnetism in C- and N-implanted samples should be
attributed to the injected impurities. Mg vacancies as the origin
of RTFM were also observed in O-implanted sample. However,
the Mg vacancies in C- and N-implanted samples might involve
in complex interaction with the injected ions, thus reducing the
ferromagnetic performance of magnetic moment in the samples.
The annealing effect of Mg vacancies can be strongly affected by
the injected impurity ions. The new type of defects appear in the
O-implanted sample are responsible for the rapid increase of mag-
netic moment after 1200 �C annealing.
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